Cyber Security Specialist (f/m/d) - CERT

The most important information at a glance:
- **Type of contract:** Part or Full time
- **Work Model:** Hybrid
- **Company:** E.ON Digital Technology GmbH
- **Location:** Essen, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Deutschland
- **Job Field:** IT/Digital, Data / IoT, Cyber Security
- **Job number:** 216269
- **Contact:** wiebke.schaper@eon.com

As long as the position is advertised on our careers page, we are looking for suitable candidates (f/m/d).

You support E.ON’s detection and response capabilities

**Your Tasks**
- You support the strategic development of the CERT in alignment with our cyber security strategy and develop and improve cyber security procedures owned by our team
- You lead or support projects with CERT focus and identify opportunities for technical or organisational improvements
- You maintain incident response plans, playbooks, and procedures and provide comprehensive and unified CERT reporting
- You keep track of audit findings related to CERT and are responsible for organising follow up activities
- You analyze internal data feeds from alerting and monitoring tools to detect and prevent malicious adversary actions and misconfigurations
- You use provided TI knowledge of adversary activities, including intrusion tactics, attack techniques and operational procedures for improving CERT procedures

**Your Profile**
- Completed degree in a relevant field or equivalent education and professional experience
- Proven track record working in cyber security and incident response
- Expertise with IT security infrastructure and architecture
- Capable of managing complex tasks and project management skills
- Effective communication skills and the ability to clearly describe complex issues
- Fluent in English is mandatory, German language skills are advantageous

**Our Benefits**
- **We provide full flexibility:** Do your work from wherever you want in Germany; of course including all our great offices (from Hamburg to Munich). You want even more? Go on workation for up to 20 days per year within Europe.
- **Recharge your energy:** You have 30 holidays per year (Christmas and New Year’s Eve are always free days). Your battery still needs charging? You can exchange parts of your salary for more holidays or you take a sabbatical.
- **Your development:** We grow – and we want you to grow with us! We support you with individual trainings and push your personal and professional development to the next level.
- **We elevate your mobility:** From car and bike leasing schemes to job tickets for most of our locations – your way is our way.
- **We also think ahead:** With our company retirements scheme and a great insurance package we take care of your future.
- **This is by far not all:** We are looking forward to speaking with you about further benefits during the recruiting process.

**Inclusion**
It is important to us that people with disabilities have access to a fair application process, providing them with an opportunity to shine. Therefore, our representative body for severely disabled people will be included in the process from an early stage. Please let us know via the application form if you require technical or organisational adjustments during the application process. We will strive to make the required aids available.

Should you not be able to apply online and want to speak someone in person, please contact your local recruiter.